Candy Bar Awards

3 Musketeers: for always being there to support your friends and team
3 Musketeers: for always being with the group, or for three people who always stick together
100 Grand Bar: a million thanks for all the extra-hard work you did
Almond Joy: for the ability to make others happy
Almond Joy: for being a joy to be around
Apple or Apple Candy: for being the apple of our eyes
Barnum’s Animal Crackers: for always being a part of the pack
Barnum’s Animal Crackers: because this place would be a zoo without you
Bit-O-Honey: for being sweet and kind and never complaining
Butterfinger: for sliding in like butter to the scene
Candy Bracelet Watch: for always being late
Candy Egg: for being a good egg
Carefree Original Bubblegum: for being easygoing and carefree
Cracker Jack: for being a prize in our program
Dove: for being the class peacemaker
Energizer Battery: because you keep on going and going
Good & Plenty: for always offering to share
Good & Plenty: for having plenty of ideas
Hot Tamales: for being quick on your feet
Jolly Rancher: for being a cheerful performer and having a positive attitude
Kool-Aid: for being a cool aid!
Krackel: for cracking people up
Kudos: kudos to you
Laffy Taffy: for always laughing
Lifesavers: for being the first to finish and help others—you were a life saver this year
Light Bulbs: because you’ve got great ideas
M&M’S: the magnificent & marvelous award
Milky Way or Mars: for out-of-this-world dreaming and creativity
Mounds: for making mounds of difference
Mr. (or Miss) Goodbar: for always listening to the directions
Mr. (or Miss) Goodbar: for being a good citizen and a good friend
Nestlé Crunch: for always being dependable in a crunch
Nestlé’s Treasures: for being a treasure to us and a treasure to the class
Nestlé Quik: for being so QUIK to help out!
NutRageous: for having contagious laughter, for always smiling and giggling, for keeping the atmosphere light and cheerful
Party Mix: thanks for joining our party—you add a new flavor
Payday: for taking a creative risk that paid off
Peanut M&M’S: for being small, sweet, and a little nutty
Peanuts: We’re nuts about you! Thanks for bringing other kids out of their shell.
Peppermint: you are worth a mint to us
Popcorn: for adding pop to our program
Pretzels: because we’d be in knots without you
Rubber Bands: thanks for being flexible
Seasoning packets: for adding spice to our program!
Skittles: for being a rainbow of colorful, creative ideas
Smarties: for having smart ideas
Snickers: for always making others laugh
Snickers: for someone who laughs at everything
Starburst: for our budding actress, the star of the show
Starburst: for unexpected bursts of starlike qualities
SweeTarts: for being sweet and sassy
Symphony: for being a song leader
Winterfresh Gum: for staying fresh with enthusiasm
Whatchamacallit: for the ability to ad-lib when you forget a few lines
Whatchamacallit: for forgetting your lines (with a smile)
Whopper’s: for the best storytelling and for having the biggest ideas